Climate Blockchain Initiatives (CBI) works for large Corporations and entities, giving them access to their ClimateTrade platform. Clients can directly offset their carbon footprint by selecting the desired credits from the ones being offered, and they have access to a record of all transactions, in their private account.
We use blockchain technology and have created our platform following the instructions of the World Bank and United Nations, aligned with what has been established for the New Climate Markets Post 2020.

We are founding members of Climate Chain Coalition, the Blockchain Organization against Climate Change of UNFCCC (United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change).
CBI also develops, together with corporations worldwide, high-level Impact campaigns for their customers, complementing and helping to make their B2C channel more sustainable for their consumers, using CSR / Climate-related / offsetting actions.

To achieve this, our company has created a technology infrastructure that permits consumers, corporations, and Governments to offset their carbon footprint through a peer to peer (p2p) transaction, that is, without intermediaries.

In this way Project Developers (carbon credits originators) are able to monetize their efforts and receive the right price in real time, without paperwork and with less bureaucracy. Also, due to this decentralization, the offset purchasers will be content with their purchase, knowing that the developers have received the right price and that consequently, the Climate action is taking place. All with a unique, User Experience (UX).
During 2018/2019 we have attended as participants, sponsors and most of the times as speakers, in World size events.

- 2018
- Innovate 4 Climate (Frankfurt)
- Seoul Climate Energy Summit (Korea)
- Green Summit Abu Dhabi by The Economist (Abu Dhabi)
- COP24 & Sustainable Innovation Forum (Katowice)
- Cumbre de Innovación tecnológica y Economía Circular (Madrid)
- Blockchain Turkey Summit (Turkey)
- World Economic Forum (Davos)
“ClimateTrade is the best global trading solution we have seen in the world of blended finance because it’s the only solution that is as large as the challenge.”

Walter Schindler
CEO of Sail Capital Partners

“Climatecoin is being considered as a basis for creating a global market for carbon emissions, allowing peer-to-peer exchange of carbon credits and a direct connection with the Internet of Things”.

United Nations
World Economic and Social Survey 2018 report

“ClimateTrade is a breakthrough solution that is addressing one of the biggest problems in order to save our planet”

Alejandro Cremades
Bestselling author of “The Art of Fundraising”

ClimateTrade is revolutionizing the scalability of blended finance and, thanks to tokens, can make money reach the most remote communities around the planet “

Alejandro Calderón
CEO of Mutual Empathy & ex-director of Impact Investments of Morgan Stanley
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